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The Fall BBC Series

The Fall is coming soon to the
BBC, and is expected to be a
massive hit, but fans of crime TV
can pre-order their copy of the
hotly anticipated show on DVD
right now from Acorn Media.

Brand new crime thriller The Fall is coming soon to the BBC, and is expected
to be a huge hit. But fans of the best TV crime shows needn’t wait for the
show to premiere, because they can pre-order their copy right now from the
Acorn Media online store.
The Fall is a race against time between two hunters on opposite sides of the
law, and the clock is ticking.
The gripping psychological thriller is written by Allan Cubitt (Prime Suspect
2, The Hanging Gale, The Boys are Back) and stars Gillian Anderson (The
X-Files, Great Expectations) as DSI Gibson, a detective seconded from the
MET to Belfast in order to review a high profile murder case that the local
police can’t crack. But Gibson discovers that the case is actually linked to
several others, and a serial killer is at large.
Jamie Dornan (Once Upon a Time, Shadows in the Sun) is that serial killer: a
twisted young man called Paul Spector who stalks his victims in and around

Belfast.
With a combination of big screen cast, and small screen genre thrills, The
Fall is expected to be a massive highlight of the BBC’s 2013 output, and
crime fans can get a head start by pre-ordering their copy of The Fall DVD
today from the Acorn Media online store; and receiving this stunning DVD
presentation before is released on 17 June 2013.
The Fall DVD features two discs and more than four hours of first rate TV
entertainment. Don’t miss one of the biggest TV hits of 2013.
Pay a visit to the Acorn Media online store today and pre-order your copy of
The Fall on DVD.
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